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Abstract

Youth filmmaking is considered as a relational practice through analysis of a case study that took place in an informal learning setting. Comics as a research form allows us to investigate and portray Sally’s story through a biographical-style sequential narrative case study as we visualize her experience through various encounters with the space of learning. We identify characteristics of informal learning spaces that encourage youth to create meanings from filmmaking as media arts practice. This visual essay provides a contextual and unique outlook into Sally’s struggle and joy of learning, thus allowing teachers and educators to ponder the role of relationality in youth arts engagement.
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Hi, Sally!

Oh, hello! Please come in! I'm so glad we can do another interview!

Have a seat and I'll make us some tea. I really enjoyed reading the draft of the visual essay you made.

I was thinking about that quote you use at the beginning...

"The space of learning is the space of self in relation."

It got me reflecting on my experiences with the Frames Film Program again...

(Ellsworth 2005: 80). Comics are employed as research output in this visual essay because “comic book arts education work can contribute to... transformative meanings” (Karr 2013: 155).
I moved to Vancouver 3 years ago...

-- I was 21 and homeless...

-- Trying to survive in one of the most expensive cities in the world.

All I had was a backpack, some clothes, my journal and my clarinet.

My clarinet is my most prized possession... and at that time it was practically my only possession.

I slept on the streets, hugging my clarinet... I was protecting it and, in return, it comforted me...

-- In a world where comfort and protection are hard to find.
I was going through a combination of anxiety, depression, and PTSD. A doctor told me I had a personality disorder and put me on a cocktail of medications that made me high and out of focus all the time.

I’ve been dealing with this stuff my whole life...

I was lost and confused in the healthcare system. I asked my doctor to refer me to a psychiatrist to get adjustments to my medication. The answer was no!
I was asking for help but no one would help me. I just kept going through the same thing and nothing was changing!

I had to help myself. Eighteen months ago, I decided to go off all my medications. I also quit smoking.

I needed to focus on myself again!
I got into a youth employment program and received emails about workshops, job fairs and youth programs. That’s how I heard about FRAMES. I am more into music than film but I wanted to give it a shot to make new connections.

FRAMES operates out of East Vancouver’s D-YES (Drive Youth Employment Services). Multi-barriered youth aged 16-30 receive support from:

- A full case management team,
- A social worker,
- A film instructor.

A group of ten youths collaboratively created short films expressing their thoughts and ideas about social issues or community concerns, and developed techniques of professional filmmaking over the course of ten weeks.

The arts have transformative powers over individuals and communities, beyond being a cost-benefit means of youth employment; or therapeutic medium for health improvement under programs governed by adult-driven standardized assessments. These portrayals underestimate the complexity of the arts’ relation to human experience.
Scholars call for a need to understand the quality of youth engagement in the arts from a relational perspective that acknowledges one’s relations with others (Hickey-Moody 2013; Lacy 2010).

This visual essay aims to foreground the relational nature of arts practice that enables the fluidity and ambiguity of Sally’s experience specifically, and youth engagement generally. It intends to illuminate pedagogical moments where unexpectedness is permitted by the process of art making.

**MY FIRST TIME AT FRAMES I KEPT ASKING MYSELF: “WHO ARE ALL THESE PEOPLE? WHAT IF THEY DON’T LIKE ME? I’M SCARED!”**

**IN THE BEGINNING, I WAS JUST SHOWING UP TO CONNECT WITH PEOPLE.**

As the weeks progressed, I was contributing more to projects... and I’ve met a lot of talented people. I already have four friends who give me inspiration and hope to keep writing music.
Chris is an excellent songwriter. He is a musical mentor for Indigenous elementary school students. He already made the soundtracks for three films.

Shannon plays music all the time and also sings in a choir. Shannon collaborated with Chris on the soundtracks.

Ida plays in a few rock bands and composes theatre music. She also volunteers for children in speech therapy.

Sarjit performs and records music. His tics caused by Tourette's syndrome stop when he is involved in musical activity.

We all brought our respective strengths to the table.
Our short film theme was **crime prevention**. We wanted to look at root causes of crime differently. So many times what is labeled as crime is a response to a variety of pressures in life. Dealing with the consequences only may lead to overlooking the real person in that situation.

In one of our films we portrayed a homeless youth shoplifting a box of cookies to share with his friends for Christmas.

We crafted narratives about people who are in situations that are difficult... fluid and ambiguous...

I was one of them. We all were... we all are...
Initially I felt disconnected in those first few weeks of the program, as we awkwardly got to know each other and our stories.

By writing, performing, filming, and editing narratives of collective authorship, Sally discovered her own productivity in ambiguity.

Now I love it and I still go to frames meetings to volunteer as a peer mentor, and because I feel connected to other people.

Over the last year, I’ve discovered ways of spreading these feelings as relational practice into the wider Vancouver community...

-- I'm working as a care worker with a community living society now.
Film-making is an intense relationship between a myriad of human and non-human actions – lights, cameras, editing machines, actors, editors, film-makers and directors, to identify just a few in this complex assemblage" (Barrett & Bolt 2013: 5).

Filmmaking invited Sally to enter into an inquiry that demands collective endeavor in social exploration and experimentation.

Such an inquiry led her to liminal spaces of the unknown in which the sometimes chaotic uncertainty of filmmaking reflected the hardship in her life at the time. Sally's experience moves away from art's potential of representation to form transverse connections that enable nodes of entanglement in the community.

We learn things the best by going through with different life experiences. Filmmaking helped me come out of my shell.

Art teachers and educators create conditions that allow learners to feel safe and to trust their own decision-making. Filmmaking becomes an "artful form of relationality" (Davies & Grannon 2009: 1) and opens to a form of arts learning that attends to the dynamics of social relations and connectedness to difference and reciprocity.

Thinking relationally in community art education points to a recognition of the affective, intuitional, spatial and embodied dimensions of pedagogical moments as ways of learning. Sally’s story is not about whether she can get a job or become empowered after learning filmmaking techniques; it’s about her journey of being vulnerable in a search for relationships with herself, others and the space of learning.
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